
MATHEMATICS DOCTOR REPORT

Name:  sina
Date:  Saturday 12 February 2011
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Mathematics Doctor is a 'diagnostic test' which identifies knowledge gaps, 
according to the curriculum.   It also identifies the standard that the 
student has achieved.

It is not easy to achieve a thorough knowledge of the curriculum,
purely in the classroom.  The weekly hours, time-tabled for mathematics,
are seldom enough to cover the full curriculum.  Furthermore, students
in the same classroom are given work sheets according to their perceived
ability - without parents being informed that their child is working at a
lower year level.

Unfortunately, any loose bricks in the maths wall of knowledge can have
dire effects on the student's progress in school.  This can be very
disappointing, and cause children to give up and loose self-esteem.

We know that children need all the help they can get in order to achieve
success and reach their full potential. We are here to help sina start
on a personalised program to deal with the knowledge gaps that are
threatening sina's progress.
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SINA'S RESULTS
INDICATE THAT: 

(80% - 100%)   sina has achieved a commendable 
                         knowledge of all topics in Year(s) 2, 3, 4
(0% - 65%)        Results Indicate that sina has serious
                          knowledge gaps in Year(s) 5

Mathematics Doctor has diagnosed the following gaps in sina's wall of knowledge:

Year - 2: 

Year - 3: - Counting in pairs

- Skip counting

- Counting shares

Year - 4: - Skip counting

- Skip counting backwards

- Mental subtraction to 100

- Subtraction to 1000, no carrying

- Subtraction to 1000, with carrying

- Length

- Weight

- Recognising quantities

- Perimeter

- Area

- Square metre

- Capacity - Litre and ml

- Volume of a solid

- Temperature

- Comparing lengths
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Year - 4 ... Continued: 

Year - 5: - Symmetry

- Polygons

- Quadrilaterals

- Solid shapes

- Similarity

- Corners, sides and edges

- Rounding to 10,000

- Size of a number

- Hundreds or thousands?

- Skip Counting by 20s etc..

- Skip Counting with Decimals

- Number Stories

- Adding with thousands

- Worded addition problems

- Adding with Place Value

- Subtraction to 10,000 with carrying

- Worded subtraction problems

- Multiplying by 10, 100 and 1,000

- Long multiplication

- Worded multiplication problems

- Prime numbers

- Factors and multiples

- Simple length conversions

- Simple weight conversions

- Decimal lengths

- Mental addition of money

- Adding money (with carrying)
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Year - 5 ... Continued: 

- Subtracting money (with trading)

- Understanding transport timetables

- Timings in seconds

- Basic probability

- Average (mean)

- Pictographs

- Piecharts
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